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gene selection; t-test; random forest; biological processes; transcriptomics TRANSCRIPTOME ANALYSIS using whole genome microarrays is an elegant and widely used approach for identification of the molecular mechanisms underlying diet-induced cellular or physiological changes. Both major effects as well as a wide overview of more subtle changes can be obtained. While the major differences are important for classification and identification of individual response genes, the smaller changes are an integral part of the physiological response and are essential for the identification of the physiological processes that are affected by the challenge or intervention. This is especially true in nutrition, where dietary interventions result in modest, but biologically important gene expression changes (1, 12, 33) . In the medical field it is also increasingly recognized that the more subtle changes contribute importantly to the outcome (30, 31, 38) .
To translate microarray data into functional physiological information, a set of genes with the maximum amount of information and a minimum of noise is needed. Although a large number of methods exist to select genes from microarray data sets, most methods aim to identify the smallest possible set of genes that still can discriminate, for example, to classify malignancies, predict therapeutic outcomes, or diagnose physiological responses (7, 38) . These methods may not always be appropriate to select a larger set of genes for biological interpretation that includes the smaller changes. These smaller changes are part of the response to medication or disease, which occurs through the interactions of multiple genes, via signaling pathways or other functional relationships. Small changes, variability among individuals, and the often small sample sizes on one hand and the large number of genes tested on the other make it difficult to distinguish true differences from noise (30, 50) . Careful planning and execution of microarray experiments nowadays offers technically high-quality data, with a minimum of noise. However, the combination of small gene expression changes and the needed selection of the largest informative set of genes demands sophisticated selection methods. A structured framework that incorporates the different considerations in the identification of informative genes and the interpretation of their biological relevance is needed. Here we describe the steps of such a framework and address the following considerations: gene ranking, gene selection, gene grouping, and biological interpretation.
Gene Ranking
To identify genes of relevance within the total data set, genes are ranked by a measure of importance. As such, fold change has often been used. However, fold change is not a reliable measure because it does not take variability in the data into account (2, 48) . Therefore, other measures that do take variability into consideration should be used. The most commonly used approach for gene selection in two-class microarray studies that takes variability into account is the conventional t-test, while ANOVA is used for multiclass studies. Genes are tested independently, and a P value is assigned to each gene, which can be used to rank genes by their importance. However, by ranking genes by a univariate test statistic such as the t-statistic, all genes in the data set are assumed to be independent and gene-gene interactions are not taken into account. In biological responses, gene-gene interactions will take place because these responses often result from coregulation of genes (4, 40) . Consequently, by testing each gene independently, weak to small genetic effects that only in interaction make an important distinction between different study groups will not be detected by using a univariate test.
Gene Selection
For functional interpretation the total ranked gene set can be used, but this will include noise, and selection of the most important genes is needed. The difficulty in gene selection is how to define the threshold. The threshold for selecting the differentially expressed genes influences the functional interpretation. Selection of genes is to some extent subjective, because there are no clear thresholds for existing methods. For the t-test, the threshold choice is flexible and the significance level is chosen by the researcher (3, 8) . However, a threshold should preferably be defined in an objective way. Procedures can be applied to correct for multiple testing, such as the family-wise error rate (FWER) or the false discovery rate (FDR) (20, 46) . However, these procedures can be overly stringent, resulting in identification of only the most important changes and possibly discarding other relevant genes (31) .
Gene Grouping
Each probe on a microarray corresponds to a specific nucleotide sequence, which represents a specific gene. Most genes known to be involved in a functional category are annotated in annotation databases, such as the Gene Ontology (GO) database (17) , Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (22) , or Entrez Gene (23) . Whole genome microarrays contain annotated genes as well as nonannotated genes. Although the extent to which spots on whole genome microarrays are annotated has not exactly been established, many known genes are not annotated in functional analysis tools, for example, GO annotated, and are thus lost for biological interpretation when a pathway program uses the GO database as source (15, 23) . However, the nonannotated genes may provide important new targets. Clues on the function of these genes can be obtained by establishing similarities in expression behavior to known genes. Genes with similar gene expression can be identified with self-organizing maps (SOM) and hierarchical clustering (35, 44, 47) . SOM has the advantage that it provides an ordering of clusters, whereby each cluster consists of a group of genes with similar gene expression profiles. Grouping based on similarity in expression behavior is also useful for functional interpretation of known genes.
Biological interpretation is the final step in this framework. A useful way to interpret microarray data is pathway analysis. In pathway analysis the effects of treatment on biological processes or coregulated gene sets are studied, rather than effects on individual genes (23, 49) . A commonly used approach is to import a list of genes that meets the threshold criteria into a pathway program, such as the freely available ErmineJ (24) , GeneMapp, David/EASE, SAFE (3), or PLAGE (45) or commercially available programs like Metacore (16) or Ingenuity. These programs search through public or private databases to link related genes that are grouped in biological processes.
Recently, new methods have been developed for functional interpretation that circumvent the need to preselect genes (37) . One of these methods is gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) (43) . This method enables detection of important pathways where all genes in a predefined set (for instance a GO category) change in a coordinated manner (29, 30) . This is highly relevant for studies where subtle, but coordinated changes in expression can be expected. However, GSEA may have the disadvantage that it is restricted to, and therefore only informs about, functionally annotated genes. Thus not all information that is available in the data set is used. Nevertheless, the application of GSEA has shown that small effects can be captured when coordinate gene expression changes are taken into account (43) .
In this study we describe a framework for functional interpretation of microarray-based expression studies using two real gene expression data sets. For gene ranking and selection, we have examined the usefulness of random forests (RF) (6) . RF is one of the statistical methods that have been developed to select genes from large data sets containing many variables in small sample sizes. RF and other supervised methods like support vector machines (SVM) and discriminant analysis (DA) have mainly been used to select genes that provide the best classification performance for diagnostic purposes (see, e.g., Refs. 21, 39). In microarray studies, RF was shown to outperform other classification methods, especially when the number of classes is moderate (13, 25) . RF could also be a suitable tool to rank and select a larger subset of genes for further interpretation, because it has many advantages (13). One major advantage of RF is that it provides an importance measure for each gene, which can be used to rank the genes. Furthermore, the advantage of this importance measure is that it takes gene-gene interactions in the ranking of genes into account. In this way, RF is able to capture not only the main effects in a data set but also the variables with weak to small genetic effects that mainly contribute by interactions with other genes. Interaction between genes increases the importance of the individual interacting genes, making them more likely to be given high importance relative to other genes. Genes with a higher importance index (I m ) are more associated with differences resulting from the treatment. A simulation study has been performed, showing that RF outperforms a univariate method (27) . This study showed that the more interactions are present, the better RF performs compared with a univariate method. Because RF takes gene-gene interactions into account in the ranking of genes, this method was applied within this framework as a tool to rank genes at the first step. However, RF does not provide a threshold to define which genes should be selected for further interpretation. Therefore, after applying RF to rank genes by their I m , we examined an approach to define a threshold for the genes ranked by RF to select biologically important genes in an objective way. After selection, genes were clustered by SOM, which clusters genes with similar gene expression in ordered profile groups. The advantage of combining results obtained with SOM and information obtained at previous steps is that insight can be obtained as to whether genes within the same profile contribute by their main effect and/or whether interaction effects are present and whether profiles containing relevant biological information are obtained. Finally, for each gene expression data set, the selected genes obtained by RF were incorporated in pathway programs (Metacore and ErmineJ) and compared with the results obtained with GSEA. Together this provides a stepwise framework focusing on the different considerations in the identification of informative genes and the interpretation of their biological relevance.
METHODS

Data Sets
To illustrate and examine the framework considerations, we used two whole genome gene expression data sets obtained from the same dietary study. The animal welfare committee of Wageningen University approved the experimental protocol. In this study, two groups of Wistar rats were fed different diets for 2 wk. One group of rats received a control diet (n ϭ 12) and the other an experimental diet (n ϭ 12). The experimental diet was identical to the control diet but additionally contained fructo-oligosaccharides. Detailed analysis of the effects of the diet is the subject of another paper. The two data sets were obtained from two different tissues, colon and cecum. RNA from colon mucosa and cecum mucosa was isolated, reverse transcribed into cDNA, labeled, and individually hybridized to Agilent-Whole Rat Genome Microarrays (G4131A). Labeling was performed by incorporating Cy5 for individual samples and Cy3 for pooled RNA. Hybridization and washing were carried out according to Agilent protocols. A total of 24 arrays for colon were analyzed; one array did not pass the quality controls based on MA-plot and signal intensity distribution (2, 41) . Therefore, the colon data set contained 23 arrays in total. The cecum data set contained 22 arrays in total, since two cecum RNA samples were excluded because of poor quality of RNA. We preprocessed the microarray data sets as described previously (34) . Only genes with an average signal 1.5 times above the background were taken into account for further data analysis, equal to 28,180 genes for colon and 21,049 genes for cecum. Gene expression values were log-transformed before statistical analyses were performed. The data have been deposited in NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) and are accessible through GEO Series accession numbers GSE5943 and GSE8587. Random forests. In RF a group of tree-based models (the forest) can be used to rank genes with an important contribution to the treatment variable. Each tree starts with the total data set, which is recursively split into smaller and more homogeneous groups to fit models for predicting the different treatment groups from the selected genes. Within the forest, different trees are obtained by bootstrap sampling and random subset selection. In more detail, each tree is constructed from a bootstrap sample of the total data set. A bootstrap sample is obtained by sampling observations (e.g., rats) from the original data set with replacement. The bootstrap sample contains the same number of observations as the original data set, but some observations are sampled more than once, while others are left out. The sampled observations are used to construct the tree, whereas a class prediction is obtained for each left-out observation, based on its gene expression values. A prediction for the forest is obtained by aggregating the predictions over all trees for which the observation was left out. The prediction error of the forest is then the proportion of misclassified samples, indicating the performance of the forest to correctly predict the class labels of the different observations. For each split in a tree, the gene that gives the best split is not selected from the total set of genes but from a random subset of genes. The number of randomly selected genes that is used to be searched through for the best split is referred to as m try. RF performance is usually not sensitive to this parameter, and it is suggested to use ͌ total no. of genes as a default value for mtry (6, 26) . Comparing the default value and values lower and higher than the default for both colon and cecum, we obtained similar prediction errors for different m try values (data not shown). Therefore, default values for mtry ( ͌ total no. of genes) were chosen for both colon (167 genes) and cecum (145 genes) to perform the RF analyses.
Statistical Analyses t-Test. t-Tests
More important genes will discriminate better between the treatment groups and will therefore be present in most of the trees and more often selected at a split close to the total sample. On the other hand, less important genes will be less present in the different trees and selected at splits farther from the total sample. Importance of genes is defined by a measure referred to as the importance index, I m. For each gene, this Im is obtained by comparing the predictive performance of the forest for all genes with the predictive performance of the forest in which the values of the gene are randomly permuted in the trees for the left-out observations. Larger differences in the predictive performance give a larger I m, indicating more important genes. By permuting the values for one gene, not only is the effect of this gene taken into account, but also all possible interactions of this gene with other genes. Interactions between genes increase the I m for each of the genes that are part of the interaction. In this way, RF takes interactions between genes into account. Several measures of importance are available (5, 26) . To perform the RF analyses we used the scaled mean decrease in classification accuracy. Genes are ranked according to their importance. To obtain stable estimates of the I m, large numbers of trees in the forest are needed (26, 27) . Also, to capture as many important interactions as possible, huge numbers of trees are required. RF does not overfit; therefore we performed the analyses with a large number of trees (40,000). We used all genes in the data set in the analysis, and I m was used as measure to rank the genes.
To obtain a threshold for selection of genes for subsequent interpretation, the permutation test (9, 28) was applied. We used 100 permutation data sets, in which the group labels are randomly per- http://physiolgenomics.physiology.org/ muted. For each permutation data set, RF analysis was performed with the same parameter settings as for the observed data set. Next, for each permutation data set I m values for the genes were obtained and genes were ranked. The distribution of the Im values derived from the permutation data sets indicates how the Im values of the genes behave in the absence of a true association with the treatment. To define the threshold for selecting genes, two approaches were taken. The first approach was to determine the value of I m where the Im of the observed data set was equal to, or lower than, the Im for at least 1 of the 100 permutation data sets. This corresponds to a significance level of P Ͻ 0.01. The second approach to define the threshold, which is explained and illustrated at the GeneSrF website (18), was to determine the number of genes with I m larger than the mean value of Im for the first ranked gene obtained from the 100 permutation data sets. However, this second approach yielded only a small number of genes, 11 for colon and 20 for cecum, with highly stringent P values of 7 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 for colon and 9 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 for cecum. Since this limited number of genes does not provide sufficient information for pathway analysis, we only used the first approach.
To examine whether RF provides reproducible results over different analyses, we performed several analyses (runs), each time using the same parameter settings but a different seed value. The seed value controls the random number generator, and different seed values generate different forests. The results can be repeated if the same seed value is used. We examined the reproducibility of RF by comparing the I m of the genes for different runs. Each run can return slightly different results because in RF each tree is constructed on a bootstrap Fig. 1 . Plot of absolute value of t-statistics against importance index (Im) for colon (top) and cecum (bottom) data sets. Box A, genes highly ranked by both random forests (RF) and t-test. Box B, genes highly ranked exclusively by RF. http://physiolgenomics.physiology.org/ sample of the observations (rats), and at each split of the tree the best discriminating gene is selected from a random subset of genes (m try).
The permutation test that was used to determine the threshold of the I m was also used to obtain the significance of the prediction error of the RF model. For each permuted data set, a prediction error was obtained by RF. The proportion of permutation data sets with a prediction error equal to or lower than the prediction error of the RF model of the observed data set provided the significance of the model. Software for RF is freely available, including R-packages (10, 26, 36, 42) and the original Fortran code (5) . For analyses with RF we have applied the R-package randomForest to obtain the I m for the different genes.
Gene Grouping: SOM
For the gene sets selected with the obtained RF threshold (935 genes in colon, 165 genes in cecum), SOM analyses were performed, in which genes with similar expression are grouped into gene expression profiles. We chose the number of profiles based on the number of genes per profile we expected to be biologically related, and it was therefore set at a mean of 10 genes per profile. This corresponds to 90 SOM profiles for colon and 16 for cecum. To distinguish between genes that mainly contribute by their interaction effect or their main effect, genes selected by RF were compared with the same number of genes ranked by t-test. We explored whether profiles consisting of genes only selected by RF were present, which indicate profiles consisting of gene-gene interaction effects.
To perform SOM analysis, both commercial (e.g., GeneMaths XT) and free open-source [e.g., Orange machine learning software (11) at http://www.ailab.si/orange] are available. In this study we used GeneMaths XT (Applied Math) software packages to obtain the SOM profiles.
Biological Interpretation: Pathway Analysis
For the genes selected by RF, we performed pathway analyses for biological interpretation. The pathway results obtained for genes selected by RF were compared with pathway results obtained for the same number of genes selected by t-test, to ensure comparability. For pathway analysis we used the freely available software ErmineJ (24) and the commercial program Metacore (16) . ErmineJ is a web-based application for identification of GO processes on input gene sets. Metacore is a package of GeneGo (St. Joseph, MI).
In ErmineJ we used overrepresentation analysis (ORA); in Metacore GO processes were used for pathway analysis. For both ErmineJ ORA analysis and Metacore GO processes, gene sets existing of 5-250 genes were tested. In both analyses, gene lists selected by RF or t-test were classified into GO processes. These processes were ranked according to their P value, which represents the probability that a particular process is selected by chance. Each pathway program uses different statistical tests to calculate these probabilities; this issue is beyond the scope of this paper and is discussed by others (14, 19, 23) . For both programs we selected pathways with two selection criteria: 1) the pathways should have a P Ͻ 0.001, and 2) the pathways should include at least three selected genes.
We also analyzed which biological pathways were enriched with GSEA (43) . In GSEA, enrichment of genes in a gene set is based on the ranking of the genes within the whole data set (37) . We included functional c2 gene sets originated from KEGG, GenMapp, and BioCarta with 5-500 genes with FDR q value Ͻ0.25 and ranked on normalized enrichment score (NES) and nominal P value. RF, random forests. *No. of genes selected with threshold importance index (Im) Ͼ0.906 (colon) or Ͼ1.753 (cecum). †No. of genes selected after each additional run. After 10 runs for colon and 11 runs for cecum, the proportion of genes additionally selected became and remained Ͻ2%; therefore, more runs were not performed. Combining the results of different runs resulted in the selection of 935 genes above the threshold for colon and 165 genes above the threshold for cecum (bold).
RESULTS
Whole Genome Arrays Are Not Fully Examined in Pathway Analysis Programs
Whole genome microarray analysis combined with pathway analysis is an attractive approach to identification of the effects of an intervention, but the analysis is limited to those genes that are annotated in the database used by the program. To assess completeness of annotation of whole genome arrays in pathway programs, we examined first the extent to which genes were incorporated in the analysis in three different pathway programs, Metacore (GeneGo), ErmineJ, and GSEA. This was performed for the two most widely used array platforms, Agilent and Affymetrix, and for three different species, human, mouse, and rat. Only 23-48% of the probes on whole genome microarrays are translated to functional categories by these programs (Table 1) . ErmineJ was not included because it does not provide the number of incorporated genes. Annotation in this program is based on the specific GO term(s) linked to the gene, which for the Agilent 44K rat array applies to 7,437 genes (18%). Altogether, analysis only based on functional annotation and co-occurrence in gene sets leaves out at least half of the microarray data, and thereby potential new targets.
Information Content of Gene Expression Data Sets
In both gene expression data sets (p ϭ 28,180 for colon, p ϭ 21,049 for cecum) the extent of differential gene expression induced by the dietary treatment was small: in colon, 179 genes were differentially expressed with a change of Ͼ1.5-fold, while in cecum the number of differentially expressed genes was 164. Based on fold change the two data sets are similar in number of expressed genes and magnitude of differential expression (fold change). However, the data sets differed in the significance of expression, with the colon data set containing substantially more significantly differentially expressed genes ( Table 2) . With a t-test threshold of P Ͻ 0.001, 803 genes were differentially expressed in the colon data set, while 123 genes were differentially expressed in cecum. Application of FDR using a threshold of q Ͻ 0.01 resulted in selection of 231 genes in colon and 19 genes in cecum. RF models were found to be significant in both colon (P Ͻ 0.02) and cecum (P Ͻ 0.01), indicating that gene expression differences were present.
Gene Ranking: Taking Gene-Gene Interactions into Account
Genes were ranked according to their I m obtained by RF. To obtain insight into the ranking of genes by RF, we compared the results from RF with the ranking of genes by the commonly used t-test. For the genes present in the data set the absolute values for the t-statistics are plotted against the I m of RF (see Fig. 1 ). In both data sets, I m obtained from RF does show a similar trend with t-statistics. Both RF and t-test rank genes in common (Fig. 1, box A) , indicating strong gene effects related to the treatment. Genes ranked high by RF, compared with t-test (Fig. 1, box B) , are indicative of weak gene effects that are likely to be related to the treatment in interaction with other genes.
Gene Selection: Defining an Objective Threshold
We aimed to define an objective threshold for I m by using a permutation approach (see METHODS). This permutation test provides an indication of where noise starts to interfere with real gene effects. For both colon and cecum the highest-ranked genes from the observed data set had I m values higher than the ranked I m values obtained from the permuted data sets (see Fig. 2 ). To define the threshold, we determined the I m value where genes in the observed data set have equal or higher I m values relative to the genes in the permuted data sets. The point at which the I m values of the observed data set equaled that of at least 1 of the 100 permutated data sets was chosen as threshold, which is equal to a significance level for the I m of P Ͻ 0.01.
We performed 15 runs (each with a different seed value) resulting in very similar thresholds (results not shown). For colon a mean threshold of I m ϭ 0.906 and for cecum a mean threshold of I m ϭ 1.753 were obtained. For each run, the genes with I m values above the threshold were determined. Genes were not selected over all runs; thus the selection of these genes varied between different runs. We chose to include all genes that were selected in at least one run and not only the overlapping genes, because the number of genes that were additionally selected over increasing numbers of runs decreased rapidly (Table 3 ; Fig. 3 , A and B, for colon and cecum, respectively). This likely indicates that additionally selected genes are truly affected by the treatment and not randomly selected noise. After 10 runs for colon and 11 runs for cecum, the proportion of genes additionally selected became and remained Ͻ2%. Therefore, more runs were not performed. Combining the results of different runs resulted in the selection of 935 genes above the threshold for colon and 165 genes above the threshold for cecum. These genes were selected as the set of genes being related to the treatment.
Comparison of Gene Selection by RF, t-Test, and Fold Change
Genes selected based on the RF threshold (935 genes in colon and 165 genes in cecum) were compared with an equal number of genes selected by t-test. For t-test this resulted in inclusion of genes with P Ͻ 0.0014 (q Ͻ 0.04) for colon and P Ͻ 0.0018 (q Ͻ 0.23) for cecum. In colon 679 genes (72.6%) and in cecum 112 genes (67.9%) overlapped between RF and t-test. As shown in the volcano plots (Fig. 4) , gene sets selected by RF include the most significant genes based on t-test, as was also seen in Fig. 1 . Furthermore, the volcano plots show that RF and t-test also differ in selection of genes. Several genes with high fold change, which would not have been selected based on t-test alone, are also selected by RF.
For both data sets, the set of selected genes by RF were used for subsequent gene grouping and biological interpretation.
Gene Grouping: Obtaining Gene Expression Profiles by SOM
For grouping of the genes selected by RF, we applied SOM analysis to find groups of highly correlated genes. While SOM is mostly used to identify patterns in time or as a result of multiple treatments (44) , it will also identify patterns of coordinate changes over a number of animals. In Fig. 5, A and B , the groups of genes with similar expression are shown for colon and cecum, respectively. For both colon and cecum, profiles are present that consist mainly of genes that are selected exclusively by RF (light gray in Fig. 5) . SOM analyses for genes selected by the t-test did not result in profiles consisting of genes exclusively selected by t-test (data not shown). Apparently, RF selects genes with main effects similarly to the t-test, but additionally selects genes (not selected by t-test) that can be grouped in profiles, which are likely to be related to the treatment by gene-gene interaction effects.
We examined whether the genes exclusively selected by RF and highly enriched within one profile shared similar biological functions. Therefore we selected profiles consisting of mainly RF-selected genes. For colon two profiles and for cecum one profile was selected (Fig. 5, white boxes) . The first colon profile (profile 1) consisted of nine genes, four genes with unknown function expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and five genes that were annotated but not classified to a known GO process. After literature and database search these five genes could not be linked to a single biological process (Table 4) . The second colon profile (profile 2) consisted of 13 genes, of which 12 were only selected by RF. Five genes were annotated in a GO process (bold gene names in Table 4 ), of which four are part of the same GO process: cellular component organization and biogenesis. The remaining eight genes consisted of two ESTs and six genes that are presently poorly understood, because further database and literature mining did not reveal a *Gene subsets of t-test and RF were used as input for Metacore or ErmineJ. Overlapping processes between the 2 gene sets (t-test and RF) are presented in bold. †For GSEA the whole data set was used; only the gene sets compiled from publicly available databases are included.
relation to a known biological process. One of these six (palladin) was recognized to play a role in maintaining normal actin cytoskeleton architecture (32) , indicating a possible role in the same biological process as the four annotated genes within this SOM profile.
The cecum profile consisting of exclusively RF-selected genes (profile 3) consisted of 13 genes, comprising 10 unique genes. Three of the 10 genes were annotated by GO, of which 2 are part of the GO process immune response. Further database and literature mining revealed that six of the seven other genes had a function related to immune response (Table 4) . This confirms the notion that genes with a similar expression profile selected from a microarray data set exclusively by RF may be enriched in the same biological process. It further indicates that this is a strategy to hunt for biological function of genes and to reveal new biological processes related to treatment.
Biological Interpretation: Pathway Analysis to Obtain Biological Processes
To examine whether pathway programs are able to identify differences between RF-selected genes and t-test-selected genes, we applied pathway analysis for the set of genes selected by RF and compared this with the same number of genes selected by t-test (935 genes for the colon data set and 165 for the cecum data set). To ensure that we covered different pathway analysis methods, we used two pathway programs, Metacore and ErmineJ. For both colon (Table 5) and cecum (Table 6 ) the comparison between RF-and t-test-based selection showed highly comparable results per pathway program. However, the ranking of processes was somewhat different, and each selection method (RF or t-test) identified some unique processes.
GSEA does not require preselection of genes, although information may be lost because of incomplete annotation. GSEA is especially suited to identifying processes based on interaction. To see whether similar or complementary information is obtained, we analyzed the complete colon and cecum data sets with GSEA. We focused on pathway-related GSEA gene sets, obtained from GO, GenMapp, and Biocarta, to allow for comparison. Only a few gene sets were found to be significantly enriched (FDR Ͻ 0.25 according to GSEA): 12 in colon and 6 in cecum. The small number of processes identified by GSEA analysis suggests that information is lost. The program does give some overlapping pathways in colon, but in cecum other processes are selected. In both cases no overlap with processes only selected with RF was found.
DISCUSSION
We described a framework for physiological interpretation of gene expression data. This framework (see Fig. 6, top) consists of the following steps: genes are first ranked, the relevant genes are selected, and the selected genes are grouped according to their expression profile and then biologically interpreted. The considerations underlying the different steps are illustrated with two real gene expression data sets. We show several features of RF that should be part of any data analysis framework. These are 1) all genes in the data set are included in the analysis, 2) interaction between genes is taken into account, and 3) a well-defined gene set can be selected by using an objective threshold.
For human, mouse, and rat whole genome arrays, the number of annotated genes is less than half of the genes present on the array. Consequently, analysis only based on functional annotation and co-occurrence in gene sets filters out half of the information present in the microarray data set. Well-studied biological processes are better represented in pathway databases (23) . Therefore, conclusions obtained from data analysis based only on pathway programs are biased toward the wellannotated biological processes. By including all genes from a whole genome data set, it is possible to find genes or processes less defined in databases but could be attractive new targets for drug development or nutritional intervention. For both colon and cecum, genes exclusively selected within one SOM profile belonged to the same biological process: cellular component organization and biogenesis (colon) and immune response (cecum), respectively. Because only a few genes within these profiles were GO annotated, these processes were not selected by the different pathway programs. By literature and database search we could clearly identify these genes as part of this process.
A major strength of whole genome microarray studies is that the expression levels of all genes are displayed, allowing for identification of gene-gene interactions. RF was chosen to rank genes because its measure of importance takes possible interactions between genes into account. Compared with the results obtained by t-test, RF selected genes with main effects but additionally was able to capture weak effects. In studies with small gene expression changes that are not significant independently but occurring in one group may be of large relevance, this is an advantage. For example, it enables identification of possible side effects in drug studies or expected subtle differences in nutritional studies. In our study, application of RF in combination with SOM indeed showed enriched profiles containing mainly genes selected exclusively by RF and not by t-test. Genes within these profiles are therefore contributing by gene-gene interactions.
By applying a permutation test, we defined a threshold for RF to select genes in an objective way. Comparison of different runs showed that the most important genes were consistently selected. However, selection of genes ranked closely above the threshold varied between different runs. We chose to include genes that were additionally selected over different runs in the total selected gene set. By including genes selected additionally by different runs there is a chance that more false positives were included in the selection. If we would have chosen to select the set of genes that overlapped in all runs, we might discard truly relevant genes (false negatives). We reasoned that the increased information available for pathway Fig. 6 . A framework for identification of physiological responses in microarray based gene expression studies. The framework is composed of the following steps: gene ranking, gene selection, gene grouping, and biological interpretation. Essential features of the data analysis framework are that 1) all genes (annotated and nonannotated) in the data set are included in the analysis, 2) interaction between genes is taken into account and, 3) an objective threshold is used for selection of a well-defined gene set. RF has these features. Gene grouping can provide information on new targets and add information above pathway analysis. Despite loss of information due to incomplete annotation of the complete data set, gene set enrichment analysis can provide additional information on related genes with small differences.
analysis outweighed the potential disadvantage of including some noise, especially since in dietary studies gene expression changes of interest are usually small. Furthermore, the results show that the number of additionally selected genes decreased rapidly for each additional run. Because there was large overlap, it is less likely that many of the additionally selected genes were noise. Thus, within this framework, RF is a useful tool to select a well-defined set of genes for further interpretation.
SOM was applied to find groups of genes with similar gene expression profiles. Other approaches to find gene groups, such as hierarchical clustering, can be used with the same objective (35) . However, SOM has the advantage, compared with other clustering methods, that it provides an ordering of the profiles. While individual genes may have small gene expression differences, groups of similarly behaving genes can be biologically significant. When SOM analysis is applied to whole genome data sets, unrelated data will also produce clusters, without any physiological relevance (35) . This can be overcome by selecting a subset of genes and examining whether biological valid clusters are obtained. The number of clusters is specified by the user. Specifying larger and smaller numbers of profiles within a certain range does not impact the interpretation of the results, since SOM provides an ordering in the profiles. For both colon and cecum, genes selected by RF and analyzed by SOM provided profiles consisting of genes with similar biological function. In the colon data set, a SOM profile consisted of genes belonging to the same GO process and genes with poorly identified functions. This could be a starting point to identify possible biological function of the nonidentified genes. Using SOM within this framework can provide information on genes with unknown function and help to identify biological processes not captured by pathway analyses. Therefore SOM is a useful tool for identification of biological processes in addition to pathway analysis.
The pathway analysis based on the subset of genes obtained by RF and t-test shows overlap for the selected processes; however, different processes were additionally obtained by RF.
Remarkably, GSEA only returned a few gene sets connected to public databases that were significantly enriched in colon or in cecum. The small number of processes identified by GSEA analysis suggests that information is lost. On the other hand, GSEA did provide biological processes not found in the other pathway programs. Although only a few processes were found by GSEA, these are worth exploring because they may consist of related genes with small differences. Thus, in the context of the framework discussed in this paper, GSEA may additionally be applied.
The advantage of this framework is that different methods can be applied at different steps, depending on the aim and preferences of the researcher. For example, other methods that take interactions into account could be used instead of RF. A next step is to extensively compare different methods that take gene-gene interaction into account to select biologically relevant genes. There are several advantages to the use of RF within this framework to rank and select genes. In a previous simulation study, Lunetta et al. (27) showed that the more interactions that are present in the data set, the more RF outperforms a univariate test statistic in prioritizing the important variables. In our study we used two real data sets with subtle gene expression changes and showed that RF in combination with SOM can be used to extract a biologically meaningful group of genes, such as the set of immune response genes in the cecum data set that would be discarded with univariate tests such as the t-test. As mentioned above, it returns an importance factor for each gene (I m ) in which gene-gene interactions are taken into account. On the basis of this I m , we showed an approach that can be used to define an objective threshold for selection of genes.
Besides two classes, RF can also be applied to multiclass problems. Furthermore, free software is available for RF whereby only a few parameters need to be defined (26) . Also, users can easily obtain a gene list for further interpretation without the need to understand the finer details of the method thoroughly. Therefore, within this framework RF is a suitable and practical tool to rank and select genes. Combined with gene grouping by SOM and pathway programs, this framework is helpful to obtain insight in the biological processes. These physiological effects are the main focus for further confirmatory and mechanistic studies.
In conclusion, in this study we have examined the application of a framework in which all genes in a microarray data set are analyzed. Within this framework, application of RF has the advantage that it takes gene-gene interactions in the ranking of genes into account. Also, selection of genes by an objective threshold provides a well-defined set of genes for further interpretation. Groups of genes within this set are identified by SOM analysis. In combination with pathway analyses it provides valuable information on biological processes involved in the treatment.
